FeRh and its first order phase transition can open new routes for magnetic hybrid materials and devices, under the assumption that it can be exploited in ultra-thin film structures. Motivated by experimental measurements showing an unexpected increase in the phase transition temperature with decreasing thickness of FeRh on top of MgO, we develop a computational model to investigate strain effects of FeRh in such magnetic structures. Our theoretical results show that the presence of the MgO interface results in a strain that changes the magnetic configuration which drives the anomalous behavior.
Introduction
Iron-rhodium is an example of a magnetic material that undergoes a change in its magnetic order from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic. Discovered almost 80 years ago 1 , the origin of this unusual, first order metamagnetic phase transition is still debated [2] [3] [4] [5] . In bulk alloys with atomically equal amounts of iron and rhodium the crystal structure is B2 (CsCl-type) structure and changes from an antiferromagnet at low temperatures to a ferromagnet as the temperature is increased to at around 50-60K above room temperature. At that same point the lattice also undergoes a volume expansion 4 . There has been much debate as to whether this phase transition is driven by structural effects, such as lattice expansion, or purely magnetic interactions 6 such as magneto-volume effects or a superposition of the two 7 . In Ref. 5 it was shown that ultrashort laser pulses were able to drive the magnetic phase transition and concluded that the phase transition was accompanied, but not driven, by a lattice expansion. In contradiction to this, Mariager and co-workers 4 showed that the two occurred simultaneously, which has been supported by other theoretical works 7 .
Previous studies have shown that it is possible to tune the temperature at which this transition occurs by, for example; varying the composition of iron or rhodium 8 ; doping with other elements 2, 8, 9 , such as Pd, Pt or Ir; or straining the sample 10 . Excitation of the phase transition occurs when energy is added to the system allowing one to use a wide range of stimuli to induce the metamagnetic phase transition, such as, electric field 11 , temperature 1 , applied magnetic fields 12, 13 , pressure 14 and spin polarised currents 15 making it a tempting candidate for future magnetic based technological devices.
Due to the flexibility in controlling this phase transition, FeRh is undergoing renewed interest 9, [16] [17] [18] for the development of new devices such as for low energy electric field controlled magnetic recording as an alternative to Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording 19 or as a magnetic switch using an exchange coupled composite 8, 20 . For such applications, interfacing FeRh with other materials, such as, ferromagnets 8 or ferroelectrics 19 is required to functionalise the phase transition. Potential applications are reinforced by very recent work demonstrating control of the phase transition of thick FeRh films in an artificial multiferroic 21 . However, realising devices based on FeRh, for example, in magnetic storage will inevitably require thicknesses of the layers below 10nm. This can pave the way to high magnetic densities and enable enhanced functionality in even smaller devices. In such applications the ability to simultaneously preserve and move the phase transition presents another significant challenge.
In 2013, Han et al. 22 demonstrated the thickness dependence of the phase transition temperature in FeRh deposited on Si/SiO wafers with an MgO buffer layer. They showed that as the thickness of FeRh in those samples decreased the phase transition temperature also decreased. In the present work we show an opposite trend occurs in FeRh deposited on single crystal MgO 23 . Motivated by the need to understand the origin of these seemingly contradictory findings we have develop a model to try to understand this shift based on an assumed strain effect arising from the interface that modifies the underlying magnetic exchange interactions.
Experimental Setup and Results
We begin by describing the experimental results where a series of Fe50Rh50 thin films ranging from 2.5nm to 10nm were d.c. magnetron sputtered onto (001) MgO substrates 24 . The temperature dependent magnetization of the set of samples was measured using magnetometry in the range 300K-475K, where an in-plane magnetic field of 1kOe was applied to ensure alignment of the magnetic domain structure. The diamagnetic contribution of the MgO sample (plus holder) were subtracted from the raw data (points in Figure 1 ). To determine the phase transition temperature, we use a curve fitting procedure in the region of the phase transition (lines in Figure 1 ). The fitting function we have used is:
where , is the transition temperature, ∆ , is a measure of the slope of the transition, is a measure of the saturation magnetization change and b is an arbitrary offset which is close to zero. The phase transition temperature is then taken as the mid-point between in the heating and cooling case.
A schematic of the structure of the FeRh/MgO bilayer is shown in Figure 1a ). The magnetization values were taken at 1kOe as a function of temperature and are shown for different thicknesses of FeRh. From the data it can be seen that as the film thickness is reduced an increase in the transition temperature is seen. This is shown explicitly in the inset of Figure 1b) . The curve shows an almost linear decrease initially with little change between the 7.5nm and 10nm samples as the film thickness is increased. In comparison to that of the work by Han et al. 22 the trend is reversed. Our aim is to attempt to understand if this increase in the phase transition temperature could be explained by the difference between the two substrates (Si/SiO/MgO buffer and MgO respectively) rather than arising from the reduction in the thickness of FeRh itself, for example due to loss of coordination at the surface. We therefore developed a numerical model of the interface system which is outlined below.
Numerical Model
There are a number of theoretical/computational models that can describe the FM or AFM phase [25] [26] [27] [28] and first principles models can be used to understand the effects of interfaces and atomic termination 29 . The present approach allows for the simultaneous description of both the FM and AFM phase using a single set of parameters, based on the atomistic spin dynamics formalism 30 . This second principles model is based on a Heisenberg Hamiltonian as presented by Barker and Chantrell 6 . They showed that it is possible to reproduce the phase transition through the contribution of exchange terms, which implies a magnetic origin of the phase transition 3 . Such non-linear terms were assumed to be important in explaining the non-linear variation of the induced magnetic moment on rhodium arising from the Weiss field of the Fe 31 . The Hamiltonian contains contributions from bilinear and four-spin exchange interactions:
Here and are the bilinear and four spin terms, respectively, that take the values given in Ref. 6 . As was shown in Ref. 6 , the four spin term has a different temperature scaling to the bilinear term which gives rise to a competition between ferromagnetic (bilinear) and antiferromagnetic (four spin) order. The dynamics of each spin in the system, , are calculated by integrating the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 32-34 equation:
where the fields are given by
and is the gyromagnetic ratio, is the coupling to the thermal bath, is the atomic magnetic moment and , which has zero mean and a variance given by 〈 ( ) (
. The use of the white noise correlator in the present work is justified on the grounds that we are considering equilibrium quantities and the effect of electronic correlations are negligible. In the Hamiltonian (1) an adiabatic approximation is made such that the rhodium moment is assumed to appear due to the Weiss field from the iron on a much faster time-scale than the precession of the magnetic moments. To that end, the Hamiltonian is written in terms of the Fe degrees of freedom only 6 . The four spin term in the Hamiltonian that arises due to electron hopping between four sites must be calculated taking into account all of the 32 (nearest neighbour quartets) 35 . The anisotropy constant, , we take from Ref. 36 , though we include only the largest term, by at least two orders, of the four anisotropy constants that were measured. We note that in Ref. 29 , it was shown that for very thin FeRh films (2-3nm) there was a much larger anisotropy value, though not on MgO. In our modelling we have neglected this large anisotropy value for the thinnest samples so that we could understand the effects of exchange only on the transition temperature. The constants used in equation (1) and the LLG equation (Eq. 3) are given in Table 1 . The Zeeman field, , takes a small value of 0.05T in the x-direction so that there is a predefined orientation for the spins. We solve the LLG equation of motion using the Heun numerical scheme with a time-step of 0.1fs to ensure numerical stability. The in-plane system size is 48 × 48 unit cells, just under 15nm × 15nm with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y (in-plane) directions. Whilst the calculation of the bilinear exchange can be calculated straightforwardly using Fourier based methods, the more computationally expensive four spin term cannot. Thus to allow us to numerically calculate the thermal hysteresis curves within a reasonable time we choose this in-plane system size.
As shown in Figure 1a ) the FeRh was deposited on MgO and whilst there is a reasonable match between FeRh orientated along the (110) directions and MgO along (100), there will inevitably be some strain at the interface due to lattice mismatch which will lead to a change in the electronic structure of the two materials. The effects of strain have been shown to be significant in FeRh 37 . In the following we have assumed that the strain induced in the FeRh gives rise to a change in the exchange interactions due to the modification of the atomic positions and the electronic structure. The aim therefore was to vary systematically the exchange in the first few (here we assume 5) planes immediately adjacent to the interface with MgO to see if (i) the phase transition in FeRh is preserved and (ii) how the exchange effects the transition temperature and how this compares with the present Here we report a systematic study of the effects of FeRh film thickness with and without the presence of a strained FeRh layer. We show that by changing the magnetic order of the strained layers (Jm) and between the strained and unstrained FeRh (Jint) the transition temperature can be tuned over a range of values. Panels b) and c) of Figure 2 show the different possible configurations due to varying the exchange in the strained layer. We restrict ourselves to the B2 structure and a G-type antiferromagnetic structure in both FeRh systems to restrict the possible phase space.
Thickness dependence -2D film
In the first instance we have calculated thermal hysteresis loops for a range of isolated FeRh films with vacuum on both sides without the presence of strain (arising from the MgO interface). In practical terms this is achieved in the simulation by having periodic boundary conditions in the plane and having a vacuum region out of the plane (above and below). Figure 3 shows the thermal hysteresis loops for a range of sample thicknesses where each data set is again offset for clarity. The thermal hysteresis loops are calculated by performing a heating and cooling simulation. First, starting at very high temperatures the temperature is lowered at a continuous rate of 500K/ns until a temperature of at least 50K above the transition temperature and then the rate is dropped to 50K/ns until the phase transition is complete and then the lower temperatures are calculated at the 500K/ns rate. Such rates are much faster than those normally used in magnetometry measurements. To qualitatively compensate for this discrepancy in our simulations we use a value of the coupling to the thermal bath, = 1.0, which is much larger than measured experimentally 36 but somewhat accounts for the difference in timescales. For the heating case the opposite procedure is used, starting with the system in a G-type antiferromagnetic structure.
Clearly for thin films of FeRh there is a consistent decrease in the temperature at which the phase transition occurs as a function of thickness (shown explicitly in the inset of Figure 3 ). This can be understood as follows: In an infinite bulk 3D FeRh sample, the exchange interactions for each spin, both bilinear and four spin, would be completely satisfied in all directions (there would be no free dangling exchange bonds, see the left hand insets of Figure 4 ). In our case, there are 18 (6 nearest and 12 next nearest) neighbours. In the case of a 2D film, at the surface the atoms cannot satisfy all bilinear or four spin interactions. The bilinear term will still have full coordination within the plane, though will only have half coordination perpendicular to the surface plane, therefore will have 5 unsatisfied exchange interactions (1 nearest neighbour and 4 next nearest neighbour), shown schematically in the upper right panel of Figure 4 . In the case of the four spin term the lack of coordination has a much larger impact. For the four spin term the central atom, i, in the bulk has 32 quartets, whereas at the interface it has half that number due to the ways of permuting over the four basic quartets 35 .
As the in-plane dimensions of the system are fixed, one may expect a linear scaling of the phase transition temperature with thickness as the number of missing exchange interactions remains constant, therefore the surface area to volume ratio decreases linearly. However, the scaling of the phase transition temperature with thickness as shown in the inset of Figure 3 is non-linear. This arises due to the fact that the bilinear and four spin terms have a different temperature dependence [5] .
Using the model that we have outlined we now extend the study to include a strained layer of FeRh. The thickness of the total amount FeRh (including the strained layer) is varied as above in Figure 3 , however, the amount of strained FeRh is fixed as shown in the schematic, Figure 3a) . We vary the exchange between the FeRh and strained layers, Jint, and within the strained layer itself, Jm, giving rise to four possible configurations for the magnetic structure. This is depicted for an antiferromagnetic strained layer, Figure 2b) , and a ferromagnetic one, Figure 2c ). Interestingly, depending on the combination of Jint and Jm, there is always an uncompensated (frustrated) interface as shown schematically by the green rectangles in Figures 2 b) and c). This frustration can be above or below the phase transition temperature as depicted. It has been shown previously that depending on the thickness of FeRh and whether the termination at the interface is an Fe or Rh atom the interface magnetism can change from G-type AFM (for Fe termination) to FM (for Rh termination) 29 .
Ultrathin interface -effect of sign of interface and bulk exchange
Due to the spin pairing at the interface, the effect of the interface exchange plays a significant role in modifying the phase transition temperature. This is shown in Figure 5 whereby a relatively small magnitude of the exchange (|Jint| and |Jm|) is used in the strained layer (12.5 meV) and the sign of each of Jint and Jm are varied.
From Figure 5 we see that by including a strained layer, depending on the balance between the interface and (Jint) and bulk exchange of the strained layer (Jm), a change in the transition temperature is observed. For an antiferromagnetic interface layer (Jm<0), there is a consistent increase in the phase transition temperature, particularly below 6nm of FeRh. As mentioned above, this is the consequence of uncompensated (frustrated) spins. The antiferromagnetic interface for both an antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic material gives the largest change in the phase transition temperature (with respect to the system with no interface, black curve).
A negative value of Jm produces a strained layer with an antiferromagnetic structure which favours the antiferromagnetic (low temperature) ground state and gives a higher transition temperature (Ttr) than the case of positive Jm, which, favours a ferromagnetic ground state, i.e. the high temperature phase pushes the transition temperature to lower values. For 8 and 10nm FeRh thicknesses the transition temperatures are close to those for the case without an interface as the system becomes dominated by the FeRh layer. As the thickness is decreased the interface coupling becomes more important and starts to dominate, which makes growing thin film structures with a perfect interface very challenging.
Ultrathin interface -effect of the strength of bulk exchange value
So far we have shown the dependence of the phase transition temperature for different configurations of the strained layer. The value of the exchange used was a relatively low value, around 20% that of bulk bcc iron. For the antiferromagnetic strained layer configuration, increasing the exchange, Jm, might be expected to increase frustration, resulting in a reduced transition temperature. However, as we show in Figure 6 for a 6nm film, the phase transition temperature shows a clear increase. This is due to the fact that the antiferromagnetic order in the interface layer supports the four spin terms, as discussed above. For the ferromagnetic strained layer (Jm>0), the trend is the opposite as the exchange supports ferromagnetic order in the FeRh layer. There is also an increasing magnetization below the phase transition temperature as the interface material imposes interface ferromagnetism layer with a larger correlation length with increasing exchange.
Thus far, decreasing the FeRh thickness has led to a reduction in the transition temperature. We initially assumed a low value of the exchange in the strained layer, the question now arises, how does the transition temperature vary with thickness for different values of the exchange? Therefore, we performed simulations increasing the size of the exchange value in the strained region from -12.5 meV to a value of -28.1 meV, as presented in Figure 7 . The exchange within the strained layer is equal to that at the interface with unstrained FeRh (Jm= Jint), which are both negative. We observe that by increasing the exchange we see a recovery of the transition temperature up to the bulk FeRh phase transition value (dashed curve on Figure 7 ). By further increasing the exchange, which is not unrealistic as a value of 28.1 meV corresponds to the Curie temperature of a Nickel based alloy, we see a further increase in the phase transition temperature. In the present study, we have not investigated the effect of the thickness in the strained FeRh layer. We have also tested a strained FeRh layer of 3nm and find that the results (not shown) are the same as those of the 3nm case. Further increases of this thickness would not represent interface strain and the focus of the present study was on the effects of ultrathin films with interface strain. As the results for the thickest films show, if one has a larger amount of material (i.e. a thicker film), the bulk regions begin to dominate the magnetic state.
Discussion
By constructing a numerical model of ultrathin FeRh layers subject to possible strain at an interface with MgO we have shown that, depending on how the presence of the interface modifies the exchange interaction, the phase transition temperature as a function of film thickness can vary significantly. The exchange interaction in the strained layer plays an important role in determining the phase transition temperature, depending on whether it supports antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic interactions. The results suggest that, depending on the choice of substrate, it is possible to tune the phase transition temperature. Furthermore, the general trends can be used to interpret experimental measurements. The numerical results are in good agreement with the results of a series of experimental samples showing a similar trend of increasing transition temperature with decreasing thickness. Importantly we have shown that the effect of interface effects become increasingly important for FeRh as one tries to engineer ultrathin films, particularly for functional devices based on FeRh 17, 21, 38 . 
